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Across

4. Where everyone is being held 

captive

5. Vital to Survival which the group 

needs

8. On the way to hell

10. The ... from hell

11. Something they have to have to 

survive

15. who Ellie likes

17. Surprise attack

18. There is an......

21. Told by the narrator

23. The hometown of Lee and Fi

27. Blown up by fi and Ellie

30. Their way to survive if the time 

gets tough

31. Something that is there favourite 

time of day now

33. they get shot in the back

34. Something that likely happens

36. the narrator

37. Something that is an achievement

Down

1. Is important when trying to get 

away

2. Person telling the story

3. They carried out the invasion

6. Where they hide and survived

7. the friend who they found in town

9. The dentist

12. Where they took turns at watching 

the surroundings at the...

13. the person who left with Corrie 

when she was shot

14. who Ellie looks up to

16. Hommer is great on comment up 

with this

19. Both Lee and Corrie got this

20. The main type of transport

22. this person is the person who kept 

Ellie sane while driving with the soldiers 

fired their guns

24. Vital to the use of a weapon

25. Something that holds the group 

together

26. Their parents are being held

28. Something the group found 

themselves in a lot of

29. They take turns being on

32. the person who makes the best 

leader

35. The rumbling heard on 

commemoration day when they were at 

hell


